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Happy New Year!
Stay current on FireEye:
Visit the FireEye News and Events page for recent press and media coverage, press releases,
blog posts and upcoming events.
Follow our blogs for up-to-the-minute threat intelligence and executive perspectives on security
Sign up for email alerts for press releases and investor events
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December Press Releases:
Local Governments Across the US Turn to FireEye to Strengthen Cyber Defense
12/15/14 -- FireEye announced that the city of New Orleans and the office of the CTO for the District of Columbia join
a growing number of local government institutions that turn to FireEye to update their security infrastructure and
protect sensitive data. The city of Miramar, Florida, and the office of enterprise technology for the county of Maricopa,
Arizona are among other local government customers that have recently selected FireEye to strengthen their cyber
defenses.

More customer case studies
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FireEye Announces Next-Generation Endpoint Threat Prevention Platform Leveraging Full Lifecycle
Capabilities from Detection to Response
12/11/14 – FireEye announced the first phase in the evolution of the FireEye Endpoint Threat Prevention Platform a
limited release of FireEye endpoint exploit detection. The FireEye next-generation Endpoint Threat Prevention
Platform is designed to address the shortcomings of multiple agents and signature-based detection by offering:

 Proactive and adaptive security features for searching and sweeping endpoints in real-time as well as
providing response capabilities.

 Industry-proven and highly scalable MVX™ technology powering endpoint threat detection.
 Advanced Threat Intelligence™ from FireEye DTI™ cloud and real-time feeds from FireEye network
products, enabling real-time blocking of advanced attacker activities

More information on FireEye Endpoint Solutions
FireEye and Deutsche Telekom Partner to Deliver the New Level of Protection Against Advanced Cyber
Attacks in Europe
12/09/14 – FireEye and T-Systems, the business customer arm of Deutsche Telekom, announced a partnership to
offer a comprehensive managed security service that counters IT espionage and advanced cyber attacks faster and
more effectively. The partnership combines T-Systems' extensive managed service presence in the region with
FireEye's cyber defense expertise to make this advanced security capability available to organizations across
Europe.

FireEye Wins CRN Enterprise App Award for Security
12/8/14 FireEye won CRN's 2014 Enterprise App Award in the security category for the FireEye Mobile Security™
application. The CRN "Appys" recognize outstanding achievement by developers of enterprise mobile apps. Winners
are selected by a CRN editorial panel and are based on a combination of critical factors including functionality;
suitability to task; ease of use; innovation; and potential value to solution providers, their customers and the market in
general. The FireEye Mobile Security app is designed from the ground up to identify and stop mobile threats on
Android devices. Part of the FireEye Mobile Threat Prevention solution, it can identify advanced malware,
compromised adware, and software vulnerabilities in mobile applications using behavioral analysis.

More about FireEye Mobile Threat Prevention
FireEye Report Identifies Highly-Sophisticated Cyber Threat Group Aiming to Cheat Wall Street
12/01/14 -- FireEye released a comprehensive intelligence report assessing that a financially motivated advanced
threat group has been carrying out ongoing attacks against publicly traded healthcare and pharmaceutical companies
in a likely attempt to play the stock market. The report -- Hacking The Street? FIN4 Likely Playing the Market -details the work of a team of native-English speaking operators with extensive knowledge of the nuances in industries
they targeted as well as financial practices. Designated by FireEye as FIN4, the group has been observed collecting
information from nearly 100 publicly traded companies or their advisory firms, all parties who handle insider
information that give a clear trading advantage to the attacker.
Read the blog
Download the report

Selected Blog Posts:
Delta Testing Assesses FireEye against other Advanced Protection Solutions
Delta Testing revealed numbers on our detection capabilities as part of a test comparing Advanced Threat
Protection solutions from AhnLab, Checkpoint, Fidelis, McAfee, Vendor A, Trend Micro and FireEye products.
FireEye stood out with a 99 percent detection rate – three times the detection rate of the second-ranked Trend Micro.
In fact, the average rate of detection among the six vendors not named FireEye was just 17 percent. For the
comparison, Delta Testing deployed real, unknown malware samples rather than modified versions of previously
discovered malwares. This methodology reflects the reality of today’s advanced attacks – they are unknown – and is
a far more accurate way to assess advanced threat protection solutions.
Read the post
Download the report
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Security Predictions for 2015
There’s no crystal ball, but based on what we saw in 2014, we can predict trends we’re likely to see in the coming
year. Here are a few technical and business insights from our experts to help security professionals prepare for 2015.
Read the post
Watch the webinar

Partner Perspectives: TUV Rheinland
Partner Perspectives is an occasional series of interviews with members of the FireEye Fuel Partner program
discussing their perspective on the market and how they partner with FireEye. In our first interview, we spoke with
Frank Melber from TUV Rheinland

Read the post
All Executive Perspective Blog Posts
All Threat Research Blog Posts

White Papers and Reports:
FireEye Report Identifies Highly Sophisticated Cyber Threat Group Stealing Insider
Information
FireEye is currently tracking a group that targets the email accounts of individuals privy to the most
confidential information of more than 100 companies. The group, which we call FIN4, appears to
have a deep familiarity with business deals and corporate communications, and their effects on
financial markets.

Focus on What Matters: Prioritizing Security Efforts
Targeted threat actors typically follow a predictable sequence of events. Security teams can use
that information to boost their security posture by allocating resources and prioritizing efforts that
address advanced targeted attacks.In our paper, we discuss the importance of a thorough
understanding of the tools, tactics and procedures threat actors use to combat the defenses
security teams employ against advanced attacks.

99% Detection Rate: FireEye Outperforms the Competition by 3X.
Delta Testing revealed numbers on our detection capabilities as part of a test comparing
Advanced Threat Protection solutions from AhnLab, Checkpoint, Fidelis, McAfee, Vendor A, Trend
Micro and FireEye products. FireEye stood out with a 99 percent detection rate – three times the
detection rate of the second-ranked Trend Micro.

Investor Events:
Analyst Update in NYC, 11/12/14
Listen to the webcast
Download the slides
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